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Abstract

A suburban ad-hoc network (SAHN) is an eco-
nomical, high-speed alternative for communities
of cooperating users. The SAHN aims to provide
broadband suburban area connectivity for local
area networks with low costs using wireless
technology. There exists a plethora of efficient
routing solutions for ad-hoc networks. However,
less attention has been paid towards optimizing
these protocols for ad-hoc networks with a
quasi-static topology1. In this paper we outline
an efficient routing algorithm, particulary for a
suburban ad-hoc network, to make efficient use
of network resources. Our primary comparison
results are with respect to DSR and AODV.
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1 Introduction

Communication through the Internet is
growing rapidly every day. People want to
have access to information in various forms
such as raw data, audio, video. The ever
increasing trend towards transferring huge
amounts of data at high speeds has inspired
researchers to come up with many new effi-
cient networking technologies. Unfortunately
most of the new technologies offering high
rates of data transfer require costly infras-
tructure and high service charges which are

1A network with some dynamic attributes

only feasible for large educational institu-
tions, governmental organizations, compa-
nies and research groups. People in small
offices, companies and homes can only enjoy
similar performance at great cost. To allevi-
ate these expensive, oversubscribed and area
limited solutions, a networking framework
has been proposed termed the ‘Suburban Ad-
Hoc Network’ [1] or SAHN. The SAHN is
a low-maintenance, decentralized, coopera-
tive wireless networking architecture offer-
ing low cost internetworking solutions among
its users. The inherent symmetric through-
put in both upstream and downstream chan-
nels at reasonably high rates allows the facil-
ity to provide traditional costly broadband
throughput at low cost. The security scheme
at the network layer is particularly appeal-
ing to security conscious business users. Ad-
ditionally the wireless interconnecting prop-
erty makes the SAHN suited to extend the
Internet infrastructure to areas of inadequate
wired facilities.

Many networking groups[2] have been
formed to provide wireless internetworking
facilities by connecting households, schools
and local businesses together at low initial
costs and almost no service charges. But
these solutions are threatened by unautho-
rised intrusions. Moreover participants in a
community have to rely on centralised rout-
ing nodes for intercommunication. This re-
sults in performance bottlenecks as well as
inefficient use of aggregate network capacity.



As a consequence these solutions are still less
attractive than the traditional and costly so-
lutions provided by various telecommunica-
tion service providers. It can even be ar-
gued that Nokia’s wireless broadband solu-
tion (Nokia RoofTop) for residential users,
which has an optimized IP protocol stack
with custom-built OS for routing, may re-
sult in marginal performance in ad-hoc wire-
less networks. The SAHN goes far beyond
these limitations [1]. Each of the SAHN
nodes/participants has its own routing mod-
ule acting as a central gateway. The under-
lying quality of service (QoS) facility of the
routing protocol makes a good use of the ag-
gregate network capacity. Also there is an
authentication scheme in the network layer
to provide secured data transfer between au-
thorised participants. The SAHN features
all the basic facilities provided by traditional
community networking solutions.

We have organized our paper as follows.
In Section 2, we have made some analyses of
available ad-hoc routing protocols to adopt in
the SAHN. Then we have outlined the SAHN
routing protocol in Section 3. We have pre-
sented our simulation results in Section 4,
based on our preliminary protocol implemen-
tation, to compare our solution with two ex-
isting ad-hoc routing protocols.

2 Why a Customized Rout-
ing Protocol for the SAHN

The SAHN routing protocol shares the prop-
erties of both ad-hoc on-demand and static
table driven routing protocols. Notably, the
protocol adopts the idea of keeping the neigh-
bor information up-to-date like any of the
static table driven routing protocols. On the
other hand to find a route to an unknown
node, as well as to maintain it, it adopts
an on-demand route discovery and mainte-
nance mechanism derived from the Dynamic
Source Routing (DSR)[3] protocol [4]. For
data transmission over known routes with
sufficient QoS attributes, the SAHN rout-
ing protocol exploits mixed principles of DSR

and the Ad-hoc On Demand Distance Vec-
tor Routing (AODV) [5] protocol. As the
SAHN does not carry source routes in each
data packet, a large network overhead can be
eliminated in networks with many nodes[5].

Most of the ad-hoc on-demand routing pro-
tocols do not perform a periodic neighbor dis-
covery procedure, since the nodes are consid-
ered highly dynamic in terms of mobility[6].
However nodes in SAHN are static (not mo-
bile), though they may occasionally disap-
pear or appear. This quasi-static property of
the SAHN makes it possible to maintain up-
to-date information about neighboring nodes
using table driven routing protocols [7, 8].
Having neighbor information before route
discovery starts, can reduce the route discov-
ery latency. Though the SAHN employs the
basic idea of DSR during route discovery, var-
ious optimization techniques are employed.
An example is the introduction of parallel
tables to reduce processing time of route re-
quest packets at each intermediate node.

Multiple routes to a particular destination
can avoid delays associated with route dis-
covery when a working route breaks during
data transmission. These redundant routes
can also be used to provide a load balanc-
ing facility during data transmission which
ensures efficient use of aggregate network ca-
pacity. In MSR (Adaptive Multipath Source
Routing in Wireless Ad Hoc Networks) [9, 10]
a special type of packet called the probing
packets are periodically transmitted to each
of the known paths to get their round-trip
times (RTT) for load balancing and also for
route maintenance[10]. Network traffic in-
creases for the periodic transmission of these
probing packets. Moreover, the RTT alone
is not enough to consider as a QoS metric to
choose suitable routes in ad-hoc networks. It
has been argued in [11, 12, 13, 14] to include
other critical factors, such as route reliabil-
ity (error rate), saturation (available band-
width) and latency (delay), to measure QoS
in an ad-hoc network. These values can be
combined with the weighting factors of vari-
ous resource types (various types of data) to
provide the required QoS. In a SAHN, initial



QoS information of new routes can be gath-
ered during the route discovery procedure by
adding some extra fields in the route request
packets. QoS information can be updated pe-
riodically by sending special control packets
along associated routes. Data can be trans-
mitted along those routes which conform to
the minimum QoS requirements of the corre-
sponding session.

The SAHN routing module is also responsi-
ble for network level security. The nodes par-
ticipating in the SAHN are considered valid
or legal. All other nodes are deemed invalid
or illegal. Though it is not possible to block
requests from invalid nodes, the SAHN can
ignore them. In the SAHN, valid requests are
transmitted and received by valid nodes in
encrypted format. Only a valid node has the
ability to decrypt valid requests and hence
respond accordingly [4]. Throughout this pa-
per, if not mentioned explicitly, it will be as-
sumed that all packets have been encrypted
before their transmission according to the ne-
gotiated shared key. The same assumption
will be applied to the packets being received.

To provide the desired QoS to multime-
dia applications, the network should be able
to control resources properly. This feature
is known as resource access control. Due to
different quality of service requirements of
various types of resources, initially resources
can be divided into following types in the
SAHN: (a) authentication of nodes entering
the SAHN, (b) specific protocol for efficient
transmission of audio/video data, (c) any
other types of data, (d) bandwidth alloca-
tion for transmission, and (e) encryption at
different levels. An efficient and flexible ac-
cess control model can be developed using
the capability model of the Walnut operat-
ing system [15], so that access to the SAHN
resources can be granted and revoked in real
time. However, resource access control mod-
els of both Bluetooth and Nokia RoofTop
seem to be less fine-grained compared to that
of the SAHN. In Bluetooh, there are three
types of resources [16]: (a) services that re-
quire authentication and encryption, (b) ser-
vices that only require authentication and (c)

open services that do not require authentica-
tion or encryption. Nodes in Nokia RoofTop
are unaware of different types of resources. A
node, once authenticated, can transmit any
type of data with restricted upstream and
downstream bandwidth. [4]

The motivation to adopt a hybrid routing
protocol with certain quality of service met-
rics and resource access control capabilities,
is to eliminate the shortcomings of any in-
dividual protocol. The performance analy-
ses of [17] and [6] reveal that both DSR and
AODV behave poorly under certain network
loads, network sizes and network topolo-
gies. This is due to delays in route dis-
covery and data transmission and the inef-
ficient use of network capacity. Though the
new improved variants[9, 10, 18] of DSR and
AODV are efficient under many conditions,
they are not entirely free of shortcomings.
[11, 12, 13, 14] have investigated the bene-
fits of considering QoS metrics for route se-
lection over best effort ad-hoc routing proto-
cols. Makalic has done preliminary investiga-
tions of SAHN routing [4] to adopt a hybrid
approach. We have outlined the SAHN rout-
ing scheme in the next section taking into
account all considerations discussed above.

3 SAHN Routing Protocol

Generally the SAHN routing protocol has the
following major responsibilities:

3.1 Neighbor Discovery

Neighbor discovery is a one-off procedure re-
quired when a node wishes to join the SAHN.
The authentication procedure and negotia-
tion of the shared key between a neighboring
pair are performed in this stage. The SAHN
routing protocol implements this neighbor
discovery procedure with the help of ‘Hello’
and ‘Hello reply’ packets. To minimize the
network traffic overhead, these packets are
kept as small as possible. QoS values (avail-
able bandwidth, error rate and delay) of the
neighboring nodes are also exchanged with
these ‘HELLO’ and ‘Hello Reply packets’.



3.2 Route Discovery

A node tries to discover routes to a destina-
tion if no route is found in its routing ta-
ble or existing routes are unable to provide
the required QoS. The process of on-demand
route discovery is accomplished with the help
of route request (RREQ) and route reply
(RREP) packets. A table called the ‘routing
table’ (RT) is maintained to keep track of all
valid paths to different destinations and their
associated QoS values.

At each intermediate node, its address and
local QoS information (available bandwidth,
error rate) are appended in the RIL (Route
Information list) of the RREQ packets. Each
entry in a RIL can hold a node address, its
available bandwidth and error rate. Before
forwarding a RREQ packet, each intermedi-
ate node retrieves new routes and their QoS
values from the RIL.

A RREP packet is generated whenever an
intermediate node has one or more routes to
the destination, or is the destination node it-
self. If the node is not the destination node
but has a route to the destination, the RREP
is constructed by joining RIL of the RREQ
with the RIL of the route to the destination.

When an intermediate node receives a
RREP, the node updates its routing table
with previously unknown routes and QoS
values contained in the RIL. If the initiat-
ing source of the RREQ receives the RREP,
route discovery is deemed successful. The
source node then updates its routing table
with the unknown routes and corresponding
QoS values from the RIL of the RREP.

3.3 Data Transmission

Whenever a source node wishes to send data
packets to its destination node, it first checks
the cache of the neighboring nodes. If the
destination node belongs to one of the neigh-
boring nodes with sufficient QoS value, the
data packet is unicast to it.

If the destination is other than any of the
neighboring nodes, routes with sufficient QoS
are selected to transmit data. It should be
noted that, data is transmitted along all fea-

sible routes rather than one feasible route.
The first data packet of any session contains
complete route address list to the destina-
tion. When any intermediate node receives
the first data packet of a particular session, it
creates a row in its forwarding cache with the
destination and next node address. Any sub-
sequent data packet of that session no longer
needs to carry the route address list. Fast for-
warding is accomplished at each intermedi-
ate node by retrieving the next node address
from its forwarding cache indexed by the des-
tination address field of any data packet.

3.4 Route Maintenance

A SAHN node may not receive acknowl-
edgement within a certain period of time
for the transmitted packet to its neighbor-
ing node since neighboring node may have
disappeared. Sometimes it may receive a
packet intended for a destination and the cor-
responding row is no longer in the routing
table as that row has been deleted for be-
ing idle for a long time. In any of these
cases a SAHN node generates RERR pack-
ets. When an intermediate SAHN node re-
ceives a RERR packet, it deletes the entries
from the routing table and the cache corre-
sponding to the values of ‘Unreachable Node
Address’ and ‘Global Destination Address’.
When the RERR packet reaches the global
source, it updates its routing table and the
cache in the same way as the intermediate
node. Then it tries to re-transmit the data
using an alternative route contained in the
routing table. If such route does not exist,
it initiates a new route discovery sequence as
described earlier.

Apart from updating the routing table
and cache while processing a RERR packet,
the route maintenance procedure periodically
checks them for stale entries. If any entry is
not used for an allowable maximum period of
time, it is considered to be invalid and hence
is removed from the routing table. The asso-
ciated fields in the cache are also deleted.

The route maintenance module also keeps
its local QoS information database up-to-
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1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10

13 14 15

12 17

16

FTP/GENERIC 0  11 8000 1460 30S 10H
FTP/GENERIC 11  0 11000 1400 70S 10H
FTP/GENERIC 12 13 9000 1500 100S 10H

CBR 0  11 13000 512 1.5S 28.8S 10H
CBR 11  0 20000 1024 3.1S 15S 10H

1st line indicates, Node 0 sends node 11 8000 items of 1460B each between simulated
times 30 seconds to 10 hours.

4th line means, Node 0 sends node 11 13000 items of 512B each between simulated
times 28.8 second to 10 hours. The interdeparture time for each item is 1.5 seconds.

 Node      X      Y
 0        (100   1300)
 1        (100     950)
 2        (400     950)
 3        (700     950)
 4        (1000   950)
 5        (1300   950)
 6        (100   1650)
 7        (400   1650)
 8        (700   1650)
 9        (1000 1650)
 10      (1300 1650)
 11      (1300 1300)
 12      (1600 1300)
 13      (1300 2000)
 14      (1500 2000)
 15      (1700 2000)
 16      (1800 1650)
 17      (1700 1300)
* unit is in metre

Figure 1: Node placements for simulation

date. Parameters of QoS, such as available
bandwidth and error rate along each neigh-
bors, are periodically measured and updated.

Should QoS information of any route be-
come old, RMNT packets are generated and
transmitted along corresponding routes to
get the up-to-date QoS values. Each RMNT
packet contains a RIL similar to the RREQ
packet. Initially it contains all node ad-
dresses along a known route. QoS informa-
tion in the RIL is updated by the respec-
tive nodes as soon as they receive the RMNT
packet.

4 Simulation Results

We have simulated our algorithm with GLO-
MOSIM (version 2.03). Our aim is to see
how well a hybrid routing strategy performs
rather than considering any traditional solu-
tions. At this stage, the security scheme and
the load balancing using multiple routes at
the same time have not been incorporated.

In this simulation, we had a physical ter-
rain of 3 square kilometres. The nodes were
placed as shown in Figure 1. There were
three FTP clients (node 0, node 11, node 12)
for three FTP servers (node 0, node 11, node
13). We had also introduced a pair of CBR
or constant bit rate clients (node 0 and node
11) for a pair of CBR servers (node 11 and
node 0 respectively). Common routes and
sub-routes are indicated with thick lines in
Figure 1.

The first set of comparisons (Figures 2(a),
2(c), 3(a)) were conducted in normal condi-
tion assuming the nodes were switched on for
all times. However, any node was allowed to
disappear due to poor signal strength. A sec-
ond set of comparisons (Figures 2(b), 2(d),
3(b)) were done forcing one node to switch
on and off periodically.

Simulation results showed that the dura-
tion of any session was less (Figure 2) while
the SAHNR was employed instead of DSR
or AODV. The SAHNR had 22% (16% for
second set of comparisons) more throughput
than DSR on an average. This is because,
routes were used concurrently more in DSR
than in the SAHNR. In all cases, AODV was
unable to complete the FTP sessions created
between FTP node 0 and node 11. More-
over, it had a lower rate of data transmis-
sion and reception than both the DSR and
the SAHNR. In terms of control packet gen-
eration and transmission, the SAHNR im-
posed less stress on the network than DSR
and AODV (Figure 3).

5 Conclusion

We are developing and testing our routing
protocol using GLOMOSIM (version 2.03).
There is a testbed with twenty desktop
PCs to test our work in a real environment.
Each PC acts as a SAHN node with its own
routing modules as proposed in Section 3.
Though we believe that more changes may
be required during prototype implemen-
tation and testing, the proposed solution
can be adopted to many ad-hoc community
networks.
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(a) FTP server/node 11 (normal condition)
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(b) FTP server/node 11 (a node occasionally
switches on and off)
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(c) FTP server/node 13 (normal condition)
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Figure 2: Comparing data reception rates
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Figure 3: Comparing load of CTRL packets in the network
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